
God’s Original Sinai Tablets and the Later Mosaic Covenant 
 

The Bible’s Ten Commandments were never recorded on any pair of stone tablets. The original 
Revelation given by God was hidden until now. The Covenant is recorded in Exodus 34:11-26. 
The front and back sides of each pair of tablets are shown below, represented as scrolls: 
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The SCROLL of TESTIMONY The SCROLL of COVENANT
24 characters in each line
16 double-line switches

and 32 lines of text

The central grey dashes
are used to enter codes that

open portals to other galaxies.

Do not  young goat f  God's Temple in its mother’s milk
and do not  the young goat f  God's Temple in human mil

boil the rom
boil rom k

When , the last of the 21 letters 
that were mysteriously added 

at the end of the Covenant, 
is moved to the first position,

a cabalistic signature emerges:

By switching a middle section,
it becomes a solid or broken line

as in the I Ching.

 
 

You must determine which luminous being signed the covenant with Israel by declaring his wish 
not to ‘be boiled in a pot’ with either the tribes that gave him birth or any other race of humans. 
 

The Tablets of Testimony allow their users to navigate “Star Gates” as the tribes of Israel did at 
the “crossing of the Red Sea”. We can only guess which parallel-world Egypt they emerged onto 
this planet from. 
 

The code of our galaxy is recorded as the Wen Wang arrangement of hexagrams in the I Ching. 
The Divine code of the Paradise galaxy was discovered only recently. It explains the reason for 
the traditional separation of the I Ching into two unequal parts of 30 and 34 hexagrams. 

This means that the Exodus of a new Tribe of Victors is close at hand. 
It is time to prepare to serve the real God and not to make the mistake of the golden calf. 


